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C l a s s
A c t i o n
(from Its Critics)
By Michael D. Donovan

A company with a computer
program can steal more money
than a hundred men with guns.
(with apologies to Mario Puzo
and The Godfather)

D

olores worked in the
bakery department
of Big Box, Inc., for
a little more than ten
years. She loved her
job but started to have conflicts
with younger, aggressive managers who came up with quotas
and increased output goals seemingly every month. Despite these
increased quotas, fewer and fewer
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workers were assigned to the bakery, and departing friends were
rarely replaced. Unbeknownst to
Dolores, Big Box had adopted a
“preferred scheduling system”
that allocated worker hours not
by the time required to do the job
but instead by a fraction of the
store’s prior sales. The computer
program, as designed, would
reduce wage expense each year
and, in turn, increase profit even
if sales remained the same. The
managers had to assign workers
to complete the same jobs but
with fewer work hours allowed
year after year.
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The necessary result of this
computer program—apparently
fashioned by corporate MBAs in
headquarters—was that Dolores
and all her co-workers had to
work through promised breaks
and off-the-clock to meet their
production quotas. Overtime
was out of the question because
no one could go “out-of-hours,”
managers said. The preferred
scheduling system did not permit overtime. Indeed, regional
and store managers were publicly shamed at regular Big Box
meetings for wage expenses that
exceeded plan—a plan that was
lower and lower each year.
It is an unfortunate truism of
modern capitalism that the thief
who robs $100,000 from a bank
will go to prison for years but the
company that robs $1.00 from
100,000 people will win stock
market rewards. This, of course,
is the unstated premise of the Big
Box computer scheduling system.
It is also the critical design feature
of thousands of other computer
systems, whether they schedule
work hours, data fees, bank fees,
cellphone fees, late fees, or countless other schedules and charges.
Many of these computer systems
are undoubtedly helpful to business: They increase efficiency
and accountability and, in turn,
profitability. But many are subject to abuse, lack of foresight, or
basic disregard for workers and
consumers.
This is where the modern
class action comes into play.
On a weekly basis, Dolores was
shorted $10 to $20 from her
pay, either because she worked
through breaks when, by agreement, she should have been paid
for not working, or because
she worked off-the-clock without pay. Over four years, she
may have been shortchanged as

much as $3,200, hardly enough
for any lawyer to see the profit
in pursuing an individual case
on her behalf. But the same
thing was happening to all the
other workers at Big Box, and
it was continuing to happen at
every one of the Big Box stores
because the preferred scheduling system was mandated for all
the stores. So, Dolores’s lawyers
filed a class action that focused
on the preferred scheduling sys-

Class actions use
the market for legal
services to regulate
the market for
commercial services.

tem and how it shorted workers
of their earned wages. After more
than ten years of intense litigation, including a jury trial and
multiple appeals, Dolores and
her lawyers were able to recover
more than $100 million for the
Big Box workers. Without that
case, Big Box would have kept
this money, and its workers today
would still be abused by the preferred scheduling system.

CRITICISMS OF
CLASS ACTIONS

It is an oft-heard criticism—by
many lawyers and cynical politicians—that class actions recover
small amounts for class members
while paying enormous fees to
the class lawyers. But this misunderstands the true nature of and
fundamental need for the modern class action. The class action
today works best when it uses the
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market for legal services to regulate the market for commercial
services. Allowing capitalism to
regulate capitalism is the epitome of free enterprise and is as
important to a sound economy as
competitor species are to a sound
ecosystem. Tens of thousands of
detailed regulations and scores
of trained regulators and law
enforcers cannot keep pace with,
prevent, or catch but a fraction of
the innovative abuses and minor
thefts that can be accomplished by
a modern computer program.
Of course, the class action
device, like all procedural devices,
can be misused. Some can and
have used it (improperly) as a
bludgeon to force early settlement of non-class claims. Some
can and have used it (improperly)
to maximize attorney fees while
imposing unnecessary and onerous claim requirements on class
members. And still others have
used it to buy a global release of
all potential future claims before
the true extent of the actual damages can or will be known.
These potential misuses are
well known to most courts and
are regularly called out by other
market participants. But criticizing the device because of the
per-class-member recovery is an
incorrect perspective. The correct
perspective is to look at the class
defendant’s aggregate charges,
wage avoidance, or unearned
contract savings. If, without a
class action check, a class defendant would retain virtually all if
not all of the unjust benefit due to
the real economic impediments to
individual cases, then only a class
action can deter or recover for the
illegal charges and practices.

WARRANTY CLASS ACTIONS

Another example of a worthwhile class action is the consumer
25
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warranty class action. One of the
first cars introduced in America
by a now well known Korean
manufacturer was based on a similar car being sold by a Japanese
carmaker. The Korean version,
however, utilized smaller wheels
and a slightly different axle placement. The Korean engineers
also failed to account for certain measurement differences,
misinterpreting the American
expectation that brakes should
last for at least 20,000 miles
as meaning 20,000 kilometers
(about 13,000 miles), so that
the smaller brakes (required by
the smaller wheels) and the axle
placement satisfied their own
computerized tests. But American consumers soon complained
loudly and repeatedly that the
brakes were wearing out too
soon and too quickly. At first,
the Korean company attempted
customer satisfaction measures—
even adopting a brake coupon
program—but then stopped as
the escalating costs threatened
their profits and their dealer
relationships.
Regina, a New Jersey
consumer in the targeted demographic for the new Korean car,
bought one of the models as the
first new car she ever owned.
Unfortunately, she needed to
have her brakes repaired or
replaced often—about every
8,000 miles on average. After
dozens of visits to the dealer
and repeated repairs, the dealer
stopped covering the repairs even
though the “new” brakes still
wore out about every 8,000 miles.
Because the brake rotors were
too small and the axle was mispositioned, there was no repair
or replacement that could or
would cure the fundamental heatdissipation defect in materials and
workmanship. Unlike American

manufacturers, the Korean company had also promised that its
car was “free from defects in
material and workmanship.” As
with Dolores, Regina filed a class
action, not just because her $400
brake repairs were too small to
justify individual litigation but
also because every other car sold
by the Korean company had
the exact same defect that could
not be fixed with any repair or
replacement. Recognizing that

Class actions
decrease the
need for market
competitors to
imitate illegal
activities.
its repair and replace warranty
remedy had failed of its essential
purpose, the company abandoned the defective model and
introduced a renamed car that
was virtually the same except
for larger wheels and brakes and
a repositioned axle. Again, after
a jury trial and multiple years
of appeals, Regina’s statewide
class action recovered millions
for the 8,000 purchasers of the
defective car.

BANK OVERDRAFT
CLASS ACTIONS

Bank overdraft fee cases are
another good example of worthwhile class actions. A bank
industry consultant developed
a computer program to reorder
the processing of checks and
electronic withdrawals from
time-presented to largest-tosmallest. He marketed the
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program as a revenue generator
for the banks because overdraft
fees could be charged on multiple small electronic transactions
reordered after payment of the
larger transaction. Eventually,
dozens of banks adopted the
program, hitting consumers
with millions in overdraft fees
for small electronic purchases
when only one overdraft would
have been charged for a larger,
later transaction. Owing to
the small size of the overdraft
charges, individual cases were
not economically feasible. The
widespread, fabricated costs
imposed on millions of consumers thus resulted in multiple
class actions, many of which
settled for millions of dollars
and all of which changed the
overdraft fee practices of the
banks.

GOOD FOR THE FREE
MARKET, GOOD
FOR SOCIETY

As these examples suggest,
another critical perspective to
consider for the class action
device is the impact on market
competitors. Economists and
even Congress recognized in
the 1970s that it is difficult for a
company to conform voluntarily
to high standards and practices if
it has competitors that continue
to reap greater profit by pursuing less honorable tactics. More
concretely, the company that
uniformly fulfills its warranty
promises or strictly compensates its workers for all hours
worked will always appear less
profitable (at least in the short
term) than the company that
shirks or thwarts its warranty
claims or shorts the paychecks
of its workers. Indeed, the competitors of Big Box had higher
wage expenses, compelling many
26
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to copy the preferred scheduling practices of Big Box and
imposing the same wage pressures and shorting of worker
pay as Big Box did. Likewise, the
Korean car company was able to
underprice its competitors in the
economy-car market, depriving
them of both sales and profits
and forcing some to reconsider
their warranty claim practices
in order to maintain their margins. And the initial profits
reported by the early adopters
of the check reordering program
compelled other banks to adopt
the same program despite their
long-established presentment
practices.
Class actions like these
that challenge and recover for
the “less honorable tactics”
of corporate actors therefore
indirectly benefit the honest
competitors and clean up the
marketplace. Many corporate
counsel and corporate insurers
cite the prospect of an expensive class action as a forceful
argument against proposed
corporate conduct. In multiple
industries, the class action is
considered a far greater threat
(a pseudonym for deterrent)
than any potential regulatory
action. As a result, the modern
class action is a market-driven,
capitalist device that places an
important check on widespread
business misconduct. It benefits
workers, consumers, and investors while providing long-term
protections to honest business
competitors.
There are multiple types of
class actions that help both the
market and society. In the early
days of Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 23 (Class Actions),
many cases focused on civil
rights claims and both de jure
and de facto discrimination

claims. While these important
and beneficial cases are still
pursued, the vast majority of
current class cases are focused
on widespread economic and
privacy claims. Credit reporting, data breach, and Telephone
Consumer Protection Act
claims have been added to the
perennial mix of securities, antitrust, warranty, wage and hour,
and other forms of consumer
claims.

The market alone
cannot correct bad
practices before
they become the
industry norm.
Wage theft and job misclassification claims always seem to
rise as unemployment rises and
companies are stressed by stock
market expectations. Securities claims are ever-present
whether there is merger mania,
IPO mania, or recession mania.
Warranty claims are particularly
prevalent for recreational vehicles and for cars and trucks that
are rushed to market or changed
on a model-wide basis. And
consumer fee claims are as varied and omnipresent as are the
types of fees one could imagine.
Unless we want to assign an
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individual regulator to every
type of business at every business location, the class action
will continue to be necessary
to keep business competitors
honest and recover for at least
some—hardly all—of the unfair
and unjust practices of private
enterprise. The naive academic theory that the market
will eventually recognize and
weed out bad actors disregards
the thousands of victims who
come before the bad actor is
exposed and the important role
class counsel bring to early disclosure and publication of the
bad practices. Without the class
action, Big Box would not have
changed its preferred scheduling program; the Korean
company would not have abandoned its defective economy car
model; and dozens of banks
would not have jettisoned their
unfair overdraft fee practices.
Class lawyers are market participants that expose the “less
honorable tactics,” and the
modern class action is the tool
they use to police a competitive free enterprise market. As
the examples above indicate,
the market alone cannot correct
for bad practices because the
short-term financial incentives
actually force bad practices
to spread and become imbedded in industry custom. In the
end, a lawyer with a briefcase
can recover more money and
do more good than a regulator
with a keyboard. n
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States in Smiley v. Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., and obtained
many favorable trial verdicts and appellate rulings, including
Rossman v. Fleet Bank (R.I.), N.A.
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